Masters in Language, Literacy & Sociocultural Studies
With a TESOL Concentration

Admission requirement: 9 hours of college course work in second language or fluency in a second language.

**Program Core Requirements (18)**

- LLSS 500: Issues in Lang., Lit., and Sociocultural St. 03
- LLSS 503: Research Issues in Bilingual Classrooms & Communities 03
  (Prerequisite: LLSS 556 First and Second Language Development & LLSS 580 Seminar in the Education of the Bilingual Student)
- LLSS 556: 1st & 2nd Language Development 03
  (Prerequisite: Intro to Linguistics Course)
- LLSS 580: Seminar in the Education of the Bilingual Student 03
- LLSS 583: Education Across Cultures in the Southwest 03
- LLSS 590: Seminar: Master’s (Plan II only) Last course taken in program 03

**Research – Choose one from:**

- LLSS 501: Practitioner Research 03
- LLSS 502: Introduction to Qualitative Research
- EDUC 500: Research Applications
- ED PY 502: Survey Statistics in Ed.

**Concentration**

**Language, Literacy, and Culture - Choose two from:** 06

- LLSS 558: Literacy Across Cultures
- LLSS 559: Second Language Literacy
- LLSS 560: Language, & Educ. in SW Native American Communities
- LLSS 563: Seminar in Language Acquisition
- ED PY 565: Seminar in Thought and Language

**Sociocultural Studies – Choose one from:** 03

- LLSS 521: Sociology of Education
- LLSS 523: Education & Anthropology
- LLSS 566: Issues in Hispanic Education
- LLSS 567: Home Literacy & Schooling

**Curriculum and Pedagogy- Choose two from:** 06

- LLSS 482*: Teaching English as a Second Language
  (Prerequisite: LLSS 556 First and Second Language Development)
- LLSS 557: Language, Culture & Mathematics
- LLSS 568: Alternative Assessment Practices for English Language Learners
  (Prerequisite: LLSS 556 First and Second Language Development)
- LLSS 569: ESL Across Content Areas
- LLSS 582: Curriculum Development in Multicultural Education
- LLSS 585: Acquisition & Teaching of Grammar in ESL
  (Prerequisite: LLSS 556 First and Second Language Development)

Other courses selected with advisement.

**TOTAL** 30 (30 + 6 thesis hrs.)

| Plan I | 30 |
| Plan II | 36 |

*Indicates course is available for graduate credit.
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